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18 years ago, you cradled him in your
arms– the most beautiful baby ever born.
You’ve nurtured him, instructed him,
helped him grow, and now it’s time for
him to test his wings… at the south’s biggest party school. (You do know that’s a
real ranking, right?) Away from home.
Away from your supervision. You don’t
really want to think about “what if?”
What if something happens while he’s
away at college?

Set up ICE (in case of emergency)
contacts. Go ahead. Get Junior in here
right now. Well, ok, next
time you’re both home at
the same time. Put ICE
by the names of the people you’d want him to call
in case of an emergency.
Or maybe it’s not him
calling; maybe it’s the police, fire department, or
rescue workers trying to
Once college students reach the age of
reach out to someone. Acmajority (18 in most states), they are con- cording to WebMD, if Junsidered adults, and you, as their parents, ior is in an accident and can’t call, a first
are not entitled to see their medical recresponder can call an ICE contact on his
ords, their grades, their finances, or other cell phone to let a loved one know what
documents. You’d think, since you’re the has happened. You can have multiple ICE
one footing the bills, paying the tuition,
contacts… ICE, ICE2, ICE3, and so on.
the room and board, and just about everything else, your parental rights would
ICE contacts don’t give someone the legal
continue. But they don’t. Once a student authority to act on the student’s behalf, it
reaches that magic age, they have a right merely starts the communication process.
to legal privacy and the right to govern
their own affairs. So, it’s important to
Prepare a health care durable power
discuss with your children ways you can of attorney or healthcare proxy. Altact on their behalf -- or help protect them hough accidents are the leading cause of
-- should an emergency arise.
Continued on page 2 

New Dates and New Looks
Don't you just love Congressional tricks?

"Remember the two benefits of failure. First, if you do fail,
you learn what doesn't work; and second, the failure gives
you the opportunity to try a new approach."
- Roger Von Oech

One of my personal "favorites" is when they
cram a bunch of unrelated business into their bills.
Which is just what happened about a year ago, and it could affect you...
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Rely On?

2
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H.R. 3236, popularly known as "The Surface Transportation and Veterans Health Care Choice
Improvement Act of 2015" (yes, that's how these things are named) brought some tax-lawrelated changes.
Individual tax returns are still due on April 15th -- and a six month extension period is
still available. But ...
* Partnership tax returns are due March 15, NOT April 15 as in the past. If your partnership
isn't on a calendar year, the return is due on the
Continued on page 3 
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As much as you hope you’ve prepared them to take care
of themselves, and as much as they think they are
ready, you are still likely to be their fallback for emergencies. A health care durable power of attorney is a
legal document that allows you to serve as his/her
health care agent. Students should also sign a HIPAA
(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act)
release that gives medical practitioners permission to
share information with you.
Have a durable power of attorney. For most students, the benefit of a power of attorney is to enable
their parents to assist them with credit card payments
or deal with a landlord, but yes, it should give you access to their financial and scholastic records at college.
In most cases it goes into effect when signed, but can be
revoked at any time.
How do you get Junior to sign if he’s still thinking you
don’t have a clue? Try gentle persuasion first. If that
doesn’t work you can consider making it a condition of
paying tuition, or buying the car, or whatever. 
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Looking for Someone You Can Rely On?

3 Must-Dos—continued from page 1
death for young adults, it doesn’t take something that
severe for parents to need to be involved. When Kathy
was away at Ole Miss, some 315 miles away, she developed an intestinal bug which landed her in the infirmary. We rushed to get there only to find out the doctors
refused to discuss her condition with us, citing privacy
concerns.

VOLUME

We really believe in the process of referrals, so part of the service
we provide is to be sure to refer our clients and associates to other qualified businesspeople in the community.
Below, you’ll find a list of areas in which we know very credible, ethical, and outstanding professionals. If you’re looking for a professional
in a specific area we’ve listed, please feel free to contact us. We will
be glad to put you in touch with the people we know who provide
these services.



















Identity Theft Protection and Restoration
Custom Monogramming & Embroidery
Caterer
Realtor
Pest Control
Window Treatments
Auto/ Home/ Life Insurance
Veterinarian
Cultured Marble
Land Surveyor
Architect
Formerly Loved Cars
Attorney
Web Developer
Electrician
Mortgage Lender
Marketing Coach
Copiers

What I’m Reading…
NOW
Raging Heat by Richard Castle
Lindbergh by A. Scott Berg

RECENTLY
Into the Jungle by David M. Salkin
I Love Networking by Ivan Misner, PhD and C. G. Cooper

Q

My husband and I sold our home on Fowl River that
we purchased in 1973 for $459,000, and reinvested
the profits in a smaller condo in town. Will we be required to pay the new 3.8% Medicare surtax (now
referred to as the net investment income tax) on the gain? I
understand it applies when your income is above $250,000.

A

The 3.8% net investment income tax applies to the
lesser of the net investment income for the year, or the
excess of modified adjusted gross income over the
$250,000 threshold. However, it does not apply to
items, such as the gain on the sale of your personal residence,
which do not have to be reported on your tax return.

Do you have a question for the Taxpert that you’d like to see
answered in a future Taxing Times? Or perhaps just an issue
you’d like the Taxpert to address? Send the Taxpert a note to
Taxing Times, 1050 Hillcrest Rd., Ste A, Mobile, AL 36695 or
an email to taxpert@CPAMobileAL.com.

Thanks for the Referrals
We appreciate the opportunity we’ve been given
to serve others by those who have taken the time
to express their trust and confidence in us to
their friends. Your referrals are our greatest
compliment.
~Barb Jording~
~Liz Wharton~

If and only to the extent that this publication contains contributions from tax professionals who are subject to the rules of professional conduct set forth in Circular 230, as promulgated by
the United States Department of the Treasury, the publisher, on behalf, of those contributors, hereby states that any U.S. federal tax advice that is contained in such contributions was not
intended or written to be used by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer by the Internal Revenue Service, and it cannot be used by any
taxpayer for such purposes.
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New Dates and New Looks—continued from page 1
15th day of the third month following the close of your tax year.
* C corporation tax returns are due April 15, NOT March 15. For non-calendar
years, it is due on the 15th day of the fourth month following the close of the tax
year.
* S corporation tax returns remain unchanged--they are still due March 15, or
the third month following the close of the taxable year.
On TOP of that, another doozy: audits can get you for six years now, instead
of three. Without going into all of the details, essentially if you withhold reporting of 25% or more of your income, the IRS has six years to figure it out. They've
always had unlimited time for fraud or criminality ... but there was some wiggle
room for underreporting in the past. No longer.
All this (and MORE!) in one measly highway bill.
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This month’s special
Member-Only call-in times
for Lindsey’s Insider’s
Circle will be 8/29/16 from
2:00 to 4:00 pm. To
schedule your appointment,
contact Kristen at
(251) 633-4070.
Not a member yet?
Find out how to become one
TODAY!

So, it pays even more to work with a pro, yes?
These sort of issues are what we specialize in worrying all about -- so you don't
have to. Because YOU have to keep your head in a bigger picture.
Entrepreneurs know that hard work and a great idea don't guarantee success.
Fortunately, most of them also know that failure isn't final -- almost every successful business owner client of mine has crashed and burned at least once in his/
her career.
One of the best ways to pick yourself, or your business, back up off the ground is
to take a fresh look at things that you "thought" were set in stone. Here are some
strategies I compiled for you to possibly give your business a fresh lease on life,
come fall, or into 2017...
• Re-target your market. In the heat of start-up passion, entrepreneurs frequently try to interest too broad a market: "Everyone will want to buy this!" The
result: getting lost in the crowd. The more closely you define your market, the
more success you will experience.
• Re-examine your price. Price is obviously supremely important. See how you
can lower your overhead or cut production costs. Perhaps there's a new way to
package your products, so that your average transaction value can go up?
• Identify and push your best product. Focus on what works. If your hot product is coffee cups, look for ways to highlight and expand that niche instead of
veering into new territory. How about different colors and holders for those
cups?
• Make your marketing materials more memorable. Emphasize the benefits -SPECIFICALLY how features of your product or service will improve business
or the quality of life for your customer. And scrutinize your advertising. Using
big media is not always the answer, especially when you have narrowed your
market. Don't overlook narrowly-targeted marketing efforts or joint promotions.
• Keep promoting! Make sure your message sinks in. Find affordable ways to
reach your target market, and use these avenues as often as you can. Try social
advertising!
These ideas are to get you started. There may be longer conversations to be had.
If so, that's what we’re here for. 

Recently divorced, I moved back to my
hometown hoping to start over again. A few
weeks later, while making a dentist appointment, I was surprised to see I recognized the
dentist’s name as a good-looking boy from my
high school 20 years ago. However, when walking into the dentist’s office, I quickly realized he
must be someone else. He was bald, had a big
beer belly, and looked a lot older than me. Just
to be sure though, on my way out I asked him if
he went to the high school that I had attended.
“Yeah,” he responded, “I graduated in 91.”
“Oh my gosh,” I excitedly said, “you were
in my class.” “Really,”
he said. “That’s interesting. What class did
you teach?”
Greatcleanjokes.com

After sending our son
away to college, he
would often (too often)
call up asking for money. One time when he
called my husband answered. “Sure we will
send you money” he said, “and I also noticed
that you left your physics book here. Should we
send that also?” “Uh, oh yeah, okay,” he responded. I asked him afterward how much he
sent. “$1,100” he said. When I gave him a surprised look, he explained, “don’t worry, I taped
a $100 check on the cover, and the other
$1,000 check inside the cover!”
Greatcleanjokes.com
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National S’mores Day is
Wednesday, August 10. Enjoy!!

The Salesman and the Bean Counter
The Renegade Millionaire Way
By: Dan S. Kennedy
“Worriers and spellers can be hired for minimum wage.” - James Tolleson

I won a couple “spelling bees” when I was a kid, and I’m a reasonably bright guy. But unless you’re going to teach English Lit,
it turns out that mastery of grammar and spelling is not particularly important to most careers or businesses. I get letters from
time to time offering to edit everything from my books and
newsletters to my sales letters, to correct the grammar and syntax
or present a more erudite, professional image – but these letters
always come from people who have never had a book published
or never made any serious money from creating advertising. You
CAN hire these folks for minimum wage all day long. Most of
the highest income earners I know have a few of these people
around. The point, of course, is that “perfection” and
“professionalism” as defined and perceived by most people has
not one darned thing to do with making a lot of money. It turns
out that book publishers all have editors who can fix what you
write—what they need is somebody who can come up with salable books and then sell them. Ad agencies can hire people to fix
grammar easily; what’s hard to find is the guy who can come up
with something like “They All Laughed When I Sat Down At
The Piano…” that can actually sell something.

To be removed from our mailing list call/email us:
(251) 633-4070 or info@cpamobileal.com.

As an aside, if you really want to do your son or daughter a favor,
push them into summer jobs in selling. Even if they want to become doctors or, God forbid, lawyers later, the most valuable part
of their entire education will be the three months spent selling in
the store, car dealership, or door to door. (Some years back, I did a
survey of 100 chiropractors with practices earning at least
$500,000.00 a year; over 80 of them had worked in direct sales, like
selling vacuum cleaners, fire alarms, cookware, etc.)
Similarly, you can also hire a bunch of pinheads and bean counters
to sit around and worry over every imaginable detail and potential
problem for a whole lot less that you can make from the same time
selling or causing sales. In essence, it really doesn’t pay to worry!
Hard to break the worry habit: most of us are taught this habit by
our parents and have it deeply imprinted in our subconscious. The
best antidote or, at least distraction though is positive, productive,
proactive action. I do know one entrepreneur who actually hired a
guy to worry for him—he pays him $35,000.00 a year. Every morning he gives his Vice-President of Worrying a list of stuff to worry
about, and then he goes on to focus on selling and causing sales.
This pretty much tells you the only two functions of business
worth investing your time and energy in. And note this: everybody
who takes your time or attention away from those two things is
your enemy.

Dan S. Kennedy is a serial, multi-millionaire entrepreneur; highly paid and sought after
marketing and business strategist; advisor to countless first-generation, from-scratch
multi-millionaire and 7-figure income entrepreneurs and professionals; and, in his personal practice, one of the very highest paid direct-response copywriters in America. As a
See, when you have the ability to cause people to jump up and
speaker, he has delivered over 2,000 compensated presentations, appearing repeatedly on
part with their money, you can hire—or the world will ante up
programs with the likes of Donald Trump, Gene Simmons (KISS), Debbi Fields (Mrs.
and provide—people to run around behind you and do everything Fields Cookies), and many other celebrity-entrepreneurs, for former U.S. Presidents
from fix your grammar to get your laundry cleaned to mollifying and other world leaders, and other leading business speakers like Zig Ziglar, Brian
hotel managers after you’ve trashed the penthouse suite. This
Tracy and Tom Hopkins, often addressing audiences of 1,000 to 10,000 and up. His
tells you the one and only business skill worth focusing on, worth popular books have been favorably recognized by Forbes, Business Week, Inc. and Entrepreneur Magazine. His NO B.S. MARKETING LETTER, one of the business
mastering. And I can’t tell you how happy I am to have had the
newsletters published for Members of Glazer-Kennedy Insider’s Circle, is the largest
revelation early in life.
paid subscription newsletter in its genre in the world.

